NOMINEE INFORMATION CHECK LIST - ELECTION TO THE RESEARCH AND SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE OF THE FACULTY SENATE

If you wish to accept your nomination to stand for election to the Research and Scholarship Committee of the Faculty Senate please supply the following information and return the completed form by email to the Faculty Senate office at fsenate@central.uh.edu by 12:00 p.m. Friday, March 31, 2017.

Note: The Faculty Senate is a working organization. To run for the Research & Scholarship Committee, you must be able to attend its meetings held monthly from 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. on Friday. Does your schedule allow you to attend? _x__ Yes _____ No
The Faculty Senate meets monthly from 12:15 – 2:00 p.m. on Wednesday. Does your schedule allow you to attend? _x__ Yes __ No

CANDIDATE NAME: Dejun (Tony) Kong
COLLEGE: Bauer College of Business
DEPARTMENT: Department of Management
CENTER/INSTITUTE: NA
EMAIL: dkong@bauer.uh.edu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research And Scholarship</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peer-reviewed publications (career total)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer-reviewed publications (last five years)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Externally funded research grants (last 5 years)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internally funded research grants (last 5 years)</td>
<td>U. of Houston (2015-present): 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(UH Division of Research Small Research Grant 2017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Undergraduate and/or graduate research programs in which you are actively involved:
active involvement in PhD program in management, Bauer College of Business (PhD admission, research projects with PhD students);
presentation to Bauer College honors students

Please copy and paste the citation information for up to five of your most significant peer-reviewed publications:

Google Scholars (TOTAL CITATIONS: 200; CITATIONS since 2012 PhD graduation: 194)
Examining a climatoeconomic contextualization of generalized social trust mediated by uncertainty avoidance
DT Kong 44 2013

This information sheet will be available on the secure voting site for review by faculty eligible to vote in your college on for this Faculty Senate position.
Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology 44 (4), 574-588

Interpersonal trust within negotiations: Meta-analytic evidence, critical contingencies, and directions for future research
DT Kong, KT Dirks, DL Ferrin
Academy of Management Journal 57 (5), 1235-1255

Exploring the signaling function of idiosyncratic deals and their interaction
VT Ho, DT Kong
Organizational Behavior and Human Decision Processes 131, 149-161

Strategic consequences of emotional misrepresentation in negotiation: The blowback effect.
RL Campagna, AA Mislin, DT Kong, WP Bottom
Journal of Applied Psychology 101 (5), 605

Exploring the signaling function of idiosyncratic deals and their interaction

Too tired to inspire or be inspired: Sleep deprivation and charismatic leadership.
CM Barnes, CL Guarana, S Nauman, DT Kong
Journal of Applied Psychology 101 (8), 1191

Please copy and paste the citation information for up to five of your most significant funded research projects (external and/or internal):

Google Scholar:

Exploring the signaling function of idiosyncratic deals and their interaction

VT Ho, DT Kong - Organizational Behavior and Human Decision …, 2015 - Elsevier
Abstract By adopting signaling theory as the overarching framework and integrating self-determination theory, we examined the signaling function of task i-deals, financial i-deals, and their interaction. Across three studies with varying measures, we found that task i-deals, independently and jointly with financial i-deals, conveyed a positive message regarding competence in that they were positively related to recipients' competence need ...
Cited by 3 Related articles All 10 versions Cite Save

Ethnic Minorities' Paranoia and Self-Preservative Work Behaviors in Response to Perceived Ethnic Discrimination, With Collective Self-Esteem as a Buffer.

This information sheet will be available on the secure voting site for review by faculty eligible to vote in your college on for this Faculty Senate position.
This information sheet will be available on the secure voting site for review by faculty eligible to vote in your college on for this Faculty Senate position.
Abstract The present research examines the role of two individual differences—mindfulness and neuroticism—in predicting acculturative anxiety forecasting error, above and beyond extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, openness, emotional intelligence, and cultural intelligence. With 86 US undergraduate students who participated in study abroad programs, the current study provided three key findings. First, consistent with the claim of ...

Please copy and paste pertinent information for up to five of any other scholarly research activities relevant to your academic discipline:

1. Editorial Review Board Memberships: *Academy of Management Review* (special topic forum), *Journal of Management, Journal of Organizational Behavior, Leadership Quarterly, Journal of Trust Research* (note: the first two journals are Tier 1 journals in Bauer College, the second two journals are Tier 2 journals in Bauer College, and the last journal is a specialty journal for my research area); Guest co-editor (with Mara Olekalns at the University Melbourne and Robert Lount, Jr. at the Ohio State University) for *Journal of Trust Research* special issue (2017) on trust in negotiations and repeated bargaining


"This perfectly-timed collection covers the field of conflict from the personal to the social, and does so with impressive breadth and originality. Kong and Forsyth have assembled a first-rate collection of expert contributors whose cutting-edge ideas advance our understanding of the origins of conflicts as well as novel approaches to their constructive resolution. An unusual strength of the book is its powerful and deft blend of multi-disciplinary perspectives coupled with multiple methodologies. Academic conflict theorists will draw both insight and inspiration from this marvelous collection, and conflict resolution practitioners will want it on their shelf as an invaluable resource."

Dr. Roderick M. Kramer
William R. Kimball Professor of Organizational Behavior
Stanford University

"Established and emerging scholars deepen our insight into the causes and consequences of conflict. They open new areas of exploration by integrating knowledge from fields as diverse as morality, emotions and social networks with conflict theory. They further our understanding of conflict through case and field studies, and by applying new theoretical perspectives. And they move us forward by drawing on our growing understanding of forgiveness and reconciliation. In short, these authors bring new energy to the analysis of conflict."

Dr. Mara Olekalns
Professor of Management (Negotiation), Melbourne Business School
Conflict Management Division Chair, Academy of Management

---

This information sheet will be available on the secure voting site for review by faculty eligible to vote in your college on for this Faculty Senate position.
"Much has been written about conflict. However, it is equally true that much remains to be learnt about this hugely important topic. Kong and Forsyth bring together an impressive group of scholars that share with us latest research and theorizing on the nature, consequences, and resolution of conflict. The chapters do a wonderful job in examining conflict from multiple levels and perspectives, a true reflection of the inherently interdisciplinary nature of the study of conflict. This volume is sure to engage and lead to novel insights for both researchers and practitioners."

Dr. Jochen Reb
Associate Professor of Organisational Behaviour and Human Resources
Co-Editor of "Mindfulness in Organizations: Foundations, Research, and Applications"
Lee Kong Chian School of Business, Singapore Management University

3. Eight book chapters published between 2011 and 2017; 46 peer-reviewed conference presentations scheduled/completed between 2007 and 2017; and many awards, fellowships, and honors during the past five years
4. Bauer College of Business, LeRoy and Lucille Melcher Faculty Excellence Award for Research 2017
5. ResearchGate score 26.35, higher than 82.5% of ResearchGate members.

Please insert a portrait picture of yourself if you so wish.
This information sheet will be available on the secure voting site for review by faculty eligible to vote in your college on for this Faculty Senate position.